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Guidance for writers
Advice for writers

This section is here to help set a broad pitch and tone for how we

wish to speak to the outside world, based on our brand

personality*. 

The Chamber uses the skills and talents of different writers so

that it (and its members) can benefit from the wide range of

styles and approaches that each brings. We want our writers to

have as much freedom to be creative as our designers. This

guidance is therefore not here to channel every writer to the

same style and type of work; that would be uninspiring and a

waste of valuable originality. The sound of our voice should be consistent and recognisable.

What we say and how we say it is yours, as a writer, to create.

Be nice, but not overly familiarThe Chamber is a friendly, approachable organisation that places

a lot of emphasis on a warm welcome and a relaxed attitude. Our

writing should reflect this. We prefer a conversational style to a

more formal one, and we like an element of well chosen and

appropriate light heartedness. But we’re also a business support

service, so that friendliness needs to be professional and

respectful. We take our members’ interests seriously and we

expect to be taken seriously by them. But in a nice way.Get to the point
Business people are busy people, and we speak to businesses of

every size, including large organisations who receive a lot of

information from the outside world. Bear this in mind and cut to

the chase. Every piece of communication we send out should

make clear, early on, why we’re writing and the benefits to the

reader. The first sentence or paragraph (the shop window) is the

most important. Give the reader a reason to ‘come in’.

*You can find out more about the
Chamber’s brand personality in
the document Behind theChamber Brand – BrandPersonality Guidelines. Please

call 01273 719097 or emailadmin@businessinbrighton.org.u
k to request a copy.

 

HELPING YOUR BUSINESS TO GET ON, 

STAY UP AND RIDE THE WAVE
November 2010 – March 2011

Ride the Wave has been created by Brighton and 

Hove City Council, and delivered in partnership 

with Brighton and Hove Chamber of Commerce

FREE dynamic business support programme 

for small and medium enterprises 

• Practical, liv
ely & informative events

• Enhance key business skills

• Meet, share and collaborate

 
Supporting a range of sectors: 

Manufacturing / Services / Construction

Creative / Retail / Healthy lifestyle

 
To find out more, call 01273 719097 or visit 

www.businessinbrighton.org.uk/ridethewave
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More guidance for writers
Promote benefits

Promoting benefits that deliver a compelling ‘call to action’ are

always preferable to simply listing features and hoping that the

reader will draw their own conclusions. We often have limited space

to get our message across. We would rather use that space to

engage the reader fully in what’s important to him or her.
Instead of: ‘Why not book a place on one of our busy, vibrant and

fascinating networking events?’Try: ‘Book a place at a Chamber networking event and you’ll

make new contacts (and new friends), pick up work and grow

your business.’

Don’t get complicated
Plain English, delivered simply. Every time.

Remain active

This may be repeating what you already know and put into

practice, but writing in the ‘active voice’ is an important aspect of

writing copy that has energy and confidence.In simple terms, using the active voice means placing the ‘agent’

– the person taking the action – first, bringing a sense of

immediacy to the copy. 
The active voice: ‘Julian Engelsman, managing director and

founder of Bagelman, will be our inspirational guest speaker at

the Chamber breakfast in March.’The passive voice: ‘Our Chamber breakfast in March will feature

inspirational guest speaker Julian Engelsman, managing director

and founder of Bagelman.’
You can’t always avoid the passive voice, but its over-use can

make our writing drag.
Please don’t shout

If you have one exclamation mark in your writing, you probably

have one too many.

Advice for writers: be nice,
but not overly familiar; get to
the point; promote benefits;
don’t get complicated; remain
active; please don’t shout.

Speaker briefing notes
Thank you for agreeing to speak at a Brighton & Hove Chamber of Commerce event.
 
These notes will help you prepare. If you have any further questions please contact 
our Events Coordinator on 01273 719097 or email admin@businessinbrighton.org.uk
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“People respond and make decisions emotionally to most things, including business. 
The softer side of the Chamber, the hand of support we offer to those who join us, is 
an important part of presenting a human face and meeting the emotional needs of 
people working hard – and often alone – to make their business a success.

“To be a serious provider of effective business support, the soft benefits must be 
accompanied by promises of making a real difference that can be measured in 
business growth and greater success. These hard benefits are the essential elements 
of support that, above all else, will attract new members and keep them.

“Things you can see and touch – the tangible membership benefits – are the channels 
and innovations through which value is delivered by the Chamber to its members.”

No grey suits : The Brighton & Hove Chamber of Commerce is not like other chambers. They welcome men in suits (the 
widely held view of chamber members) but that image is not an accurate reflection of the membership of this diverse, 
vibrant city. BHCC had an ‘identity preconception’ to overcome, and throughout 2010 it rebranded, looking at everything 
from its marketing and communication strategy to its visual identity. I was asked to join the Chamber’s comms team as a 
senior copywriter to establish tone of voice, develop guidelines, devise campaigns and write content.


